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EDITORIAL
It is already 3 years since your Editor

has taken over the job of producing
this magazine. During this time several
members have asked your Editor how
a magazine like the Helvetia is actually
put together. As this question might
interest other readers, here is a
description in broad terms of the procedure

involved.
It all starts with the collection of

suitable material by perusing dozens
and dozens of Swiss newspapers and
magazines kindly supplied to your Editor

by the staff of the Swiss Embassy
without whose support the Helvetia
could not exist in its present form. Suitable

articles and photos are cut out
and, as most articles are written in
German or French, they have to be
translated into English and edited at the
same time in order to shorten and adapt
them to fit into the format of the magazine.

Even before you get the present
copy of your Helvetia, this work is
already in full progress for the next issue.
In fact this work starts the day after the
current issue has been handed over to
the typesetter and the printer, so there
is practically no let-up between issues.
It is a continuous job and, when your
Editor accepted the job, he realised
that he had to put aside any thought of
a holiday for the following 5 years
otherwise the magazine would simply not
appear.

For each issue, your Editor also has
to dream up an Editorial, a task which is

often undertaken while driving to and
from work. Sometimes the inspiration
also comes during the night, in which
case he writes it down quickly in the
dark (so as not to awaken his wife) only
to scratch his head in the morning
because he cannot decipher what he had
scribbled down in the darkness of the
night. Luckily, sofarat least, your Editor
has not yet run out of ideas for this part
of the magazine.

Once a good stock of articles has
been written up, your Editor types them
into a computer and then proof-reads
them all very carefully to try to eliminate
as many errors and misspellings as
possible. The proof-reading is done in
two steps. First you read the text to
make sure it all makes sense, that the
sentences follow in a logical sequence
and that everything is grammatically
correct. Then you read it a second time,
but this time, word for word, looking for
spelling mistakes (by that time you are
a bit blurry eyed and unfortunately, the
odd mistake still manages to slip
through).

Once the proof-reading is done, it is
back to the computer to enter the
necessary corrections in the texts. In the
meantime, all advertisements are
collected and a final selection of
photographs is made.

By the 15th of the month, the Club
news items arrive at your Editor's
office, either by mail or by fax. Then the
real scramble starts because from this
point on your Editor has only 3-4 days

left to finalise his job otherwise the
magazine would not come out on time.
All these Club items have to be quickly
typed into the computer and proof-read
for mistakes.

Then armed with all the articles,
photos, advertisements and Club news
items, your Editor then proceeds to
make the layout of the magazine. This
is like a jigsaw puzzle where every item
has to be slotted into its right place.
Sometimes you are lucky that everything

just falls into place nicely. Other
times, you can sweatfor hours over just
one or two pages when nothing seems
to work out and nothing wants to fit into
the space you have left available. As
time is pressing, this job often goes
right into the night and, on occasions,
right through the whole night.

Once everything is in place, it is

back to the computer to transfer the
whole lot onto a floppy disc, then, with
floppy disc and layout pages, your Editor

is off to Fred, the Typesetter. On his
special typesetting computer, Fred can
juggle with the texts, enlarge, reduce ^
change the style of the lettering, decide
on the style and size of the headings
and put in the necessary instructions
for the Printer, a job that takes quite a
few hours. Then all the pages, minus
the photos, are printed out on a laser
printer and then everything, including
the photos goes to Peter Schüpbach,
the Printer who produces the final article

which you are now holding in your
hands.

All in all, your Editor spends around
50-60 hours on every issue. Unfortunately,

as your Editor has to work some
12 hours a day, 6 days a week at his
own job to earn his living, the work on
the Helvetia magazine is mostly done
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in the evening, at night and on
Sundays. This leaves him no time for even
a few days off, nor much time either for
socialising for that matter. Most of his

spare time is devoted to your magazine.

So next time you enjoy a Club
fondue evening, a Club sport competition

or a Fasnachtsball, spare a thought
for your Editor who is most likely
furiously typing into his computer the
results of your Club's shooting competition!

So there you are, the full story
behind your magazine. It is a good,
interesting but very demanding hobby. But

your Editor gets the moral satisfaction
that in a small and unassuming way, far
away from fanfares, limelight, glory and
honorary titles, he can perhaps bring
some pleasure into your homes and
possibly contribute a little towards a
closer unity amongst the Swiss in New
Zealand.

T SWISS SOCIETY AGM
As most of the Clubs have reported

on it (see under Club News starting on
page 6) we abstain from a further
report. Only one puzzle for all those who
did notorcould notattend: Theduration
of the AGM. Depending on which report
you read, the AGM lasted 25 minutes,
30 minutes and 45 minutes. What
happened to the Swiss watch precision? Or
were some of the attendants sporting
not-so-accurate Japanese
watches????

Whatever! The main news from the
AGM is that you will from now on
receive 10 issues of the Helvetia Magazine

each year. Therefore, as from now,
the two months were no magazine will
be issued will be August and January.
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FAREWELL TO PETER AND DAGMAR GRAF
Diplomats come and go, that is the nature of their employment. Some are

quickly forgotten, but others leave a lohg lasting impression behind. Peter GRAF
is certainly one of these diplomats who we will keep a pleasant memory of long
after they have left our shores.

After 5 years in his position in Wellington, Peter and his wife Dagmar have left
us fora new post in Teheran. In many ways Teheran is certainly a more important
mission than Wellington but on the other hand, life in Iran will most likely not be as
pleasant and easy going as in New Zealand.

Peter and Dagmar are quite aware of that, but Peter, the good humoured
optimist as he is, can always wring ouf a good point out of a bad situation. Peter's
comment was "Life may not be as pleasant in Teheran as in Wellington, but at least
we are only a few hours away from Switzerland, so we can always go there for a
weekend if we need to emerge ourselves again into western civilisation." We will
miss Peter's down-to-earth sense of humour.

It was your Editor's sad pleasure to farewell Peter and Dagmar at Auckland
Airport on their departure to Teheran. Just a last, quiet drink in the Airport bar and
a friendly but solid Swiss hand-shake to send them off on their way. However they
appreciated this quiet sending-off after the tumultuous one they had in Wellington
where half the Swiss Club turned up at the airport with music and cow-bells.

We wish them both good luck in their new position.

RIGI RAILWAY LIKE IN 1871
In 1996, as part of the 125 year

celebrations, the last cogwheel steam
engine in the world will be put back into
operation to again carry steam engine
enthusiasts up the Rigi.

The Vitznau-Rigi-Bahn is the world's
oldest cogwheel railway and until 1937,
when it was electrified, all transport
was done by steam engines. The 1996
celebrations will be held underthe lucky
number 7.

Originally 7 locomotives, of which
number 7 is still alive, had been built.
The maximum speed was 7 km per
hour. Engine number 7 was put into
operation on a 7th. of March. The start
of the celebrations will be on May 7
1996 with the official ceremony taking
place on May 14 1996. A maximum of
700 tourists per day will be able to use
this mode of transport from the past and
for this privilege, they will have to pay a
"steam engine surcharge" of SFR 7.-
(these Swiss really think of everything
to make some extra money...
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Steam engine number 7 will again puff
up and down the Rigi. It weighs 15 tons.
These locomotives, because of their
peculiar looks, were quickly and
irreverently nicknamed "Fahrende
Schnapsbrennerei". Looking at the
picture, you must admit, there is some
similarity. In 1939 engine number 7had
been on display at the National
Exhibition (Landi) in Zurich and since
1959 its home has been the Transport
Museum in Lucerne.
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